ABSTRACT
models from the hits produced from database searches. We have previously described a large-scale benchmark for sequence alignment accuracy (Sauder et al., 2000) based on structural alignment of homologous proteins as defined by the SCOP 1.48 database (Lo Conte et al., 2000) . Structure alignments were performed with the CE program (Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998) . Following the publication of the original paper on the benchmark, several researchers have shown interest in benchmarking their newly developed protein sequence alignment programs. In response to this demand, we have built a web-based benchmark facility described here.
The server is straightforward to use. The website provides the sequences to be aligned and several lists of sequence pairs of different sizes from the full set of structure alignments in the benchmark. One of these lists comprises the full set of 39 321 alignments possible among 593 families and 175 superfamilies, and ranging from 0 to nearly 100% sequence identity. Additional * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
smaller sets are also provided that seek to maximize family and superfamily diversity. The user then aligns the sequences with his or her program, and at some later time submits the alignments in FASTA format as a single gzipped tar file. The user may submit any alignments s/he chooses, and is not restricted to any one subset of the full set. Once the alignments are uploaded, the server performs an analysis that includes the calculation of the f M and f D scores described in Sauder et al. (2000) as well as comparison with our stored results for a number of common programs, including BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) , FASTA (Pearson, 1990) , PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) , Clustal W pairwise and multiple sequence alignments (Thompson et al., 1994) , and SAM-T99 (Karplus et al., 1999) . These stored results will be updated periodically as the sequence databases increase in size. The user may publish the results or use them to aid further program development and testing.
We quantify the accuracy of an alignment by considering how closely the alignment matches a structural alignment of the same protein pair given by the CE program. We define n A as the length of the sequence alignment from the user in aligned residue pairs (excluding gaps), n S as the length of the structure alignment, and n C as the number of aligned pairs in common between the sequence and structure alignments. We can then define two metrics for alignment quality. The first is the 'modeler's viewpoint' score, f M , = n C /n A . The fraction of residues correctly aligned provides a direct measurement of the quality of a structure model based on that alignment. The second metric, referred to as the 'developer's viewpoint,' is defined by f D , = n C /n S . Developers of a homology modeling strategy will want the model to be as accurate as possible and include the maximum number of residues from the original sequence; f D gives a measure of how much of the structure alignment is correctly represented in the sequence alignment. When comparing two alignment meth- ods, a program that achieves equivalent values of f M to another program but lower values of f D is making alignments that are too short. This is often one of the distinguishing characteristics of pairwise versus profile-based alignment methods. It may also be due to high gap penalties. Global alignment methods tend to produce comparable values for f D as local methods, but with much lower values of f M since they often align highly dissimilar regions left unaligned by local alignment programs.
We use the SCOP database to define homologous relationships within the Protein Data Bank. Since the number of sequences and aligned pairs varies substantially within a particular SCOP family or superfamily, average f M and f D scores are calculated for each family/superfamily, then these scores are averaged over all families/superfamilies. This procedure is repeated for each interval of sequence identity, 0-5, 5-10, 10-15%, etc. The major output of CASA is a plot of these normalized f M and f D scores as a function of sequence identity at the SCOP family and superfamily levels.
CASA provides a graphical output of scores comparing the user's program with other commonly used alignment programs. An example is shown in Figure 1 , where the user has chosen to compare his or her program with PSI-BLAST and Clustal W.
CASA also provides both raw data and statistical quantities in a tabular output. The statistical quantities calculated include averaged ratios of scores and alignment lengths over sets of alignments in common between the user's program and our stored results on publicly available programs. These are calculated as described in Sauder et al. (2000) . Raw f M and f D scores are also provided for all input alignments.
We believe that large-scale benchmarks are imperative in many areas of bioinformatics, especially in the field of protein structure prediction. While the CASP meetings have been very useful in spurring on the computational biology community in implementing new methods and integrating the various stages of modeling, it is now time to assess each step in modeling with test sets of sufficient size and power that CASA provides. In contrast to the EVA (Eyrich et al., in press) and LiveBench (Bujnicki et al., 2001) servers, CASA allows the user to test newly developed methods without the need for creating a prediction server. It also allows the user to test different parameterizations of his/her method. Also, in contrast to other databases of structure alignments (Thompson et al., 1999; Marti-Renom et al., 2001) , CASA provides evaluation of sequence alignment accuracy and comparison with standard programs such as PSI-BLAST. We hope that this server will provide a useful service to the community of alignment algorithm developers, and lead to improvement in sequence alignment accuracy.
